
TOTAL BODY WORKOUT – BEAT THE BRAIN

Complete each activity for a set amount of time. How many can you do or can you hold it for a certain time?
Take a partner with you to see how you do.

Year 3/4 WEEK 12

EQUIPMENT: 
Mats / speed bounce / bench / stopwatch / whistle 

BREAK DANCER  
Start in a full arm plank position but with
wider feet and hands. Lift one hand, twist
and lift arm to the sky. Kick the opposite

foot through the gap placing weight
on remaining hand and foot. Return and

switch to opposite hand and foot

IN & OUT SQUAT
Holding a squat position move your feet
from the centre to a wide base and back

again. Build up speed gradually.

LEG RAISES
Stand with feet shoulder width apart

and raise one knee towards your chest
whilst balancing on the other leg.

Repeat with the opposite leg

TRICEP DIP
From a bench, lower yourself to the

floor and then push up using only your
arms into straight position

MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS
Start in a straight arm plank position

and lift your knees towards your chest
and back again. How fast can you go? 

BURPEES
Start in a straight arm plank position

and thrust your knees towards your chest,
from that crouched position explode into

a star jump before repeating

V SIT
Sit on a mat with your knees bent
and feet raised just off the floor.

Use your stomach muscles to bring
your chest towards your knees without

letting your feet touch the floor.
Use your hands for balance if

you need to.

SPEED BOUNCE
Stand with feet shoulder width apart

and see how many times you can hop
with both feet over a line and back again.

Try both forwards to backwards
and left to right

WALL SIT
Lower yourself into a squat position

against a wall keeping your upper leg
parallel to your hips




















